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WITH 5-AMINOURACIL AS DETERMINED BY 

TIME- LAPSE CINEPHOTOGRAPHY 

By Clarence D. Cone, Jr., and Max Tongier, Jr. 

Langley Research Center 

SUMMARY 

A technique for  producing mitotically synchronous cultures of L-strain fibroblasts 
by treatment with 5-aminouracil (an analog of thymine) is presented along with a detailed 
description of a highly efficient procedure for determining the resulting degree of syn­
chrony by use of time-lapse cinephotography . Particular advantages of the time-lapse 
recording procedure for synchrony determinations, as compared with the conventional 
colchicine-arrest or other histological methods, are cited. Several se t s  of representa­
tive experimental results illustrating the mitotic synchronization effectiveness of 
5-aminouracil as determined by the time-lapse technique a r e  presented and are inter­
preted on the basis of previous results for plant and animal cells. Basic effects on the 
validity of experimental results,  caused by deviations of synchronized experimental cul­
tures  from ideal o r  perfect synchrony are also discussed, and a quantitative index for 
expressing the relative degree of synchrony attainable with various agents is defined. 
For completeness, a brief background discussion of previous uses of 5-aminouracil for  
cell synchronization is included. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Langley molecular biophysics laboratory (designated hereinafter as MBL) is 
presently engaged in a series of basic research investigations directed toward elucidation 
of the principal physicochemical mechanisms involved in the initiation of mammalian cell 
division. In these studies, which form part of a current research program on cellular 
damage mechanisms of ionizing space radiations, relatively large populations of mitoti­
cally synchronized cells are required for experimental purposes in the investigation of 
mitosis initiation phenomena. In order  to  evaluate the suitability of various cell systems 
for  the experimental phases of this work, a preliminary investigation of several  cell lines 
and synchronization agents and techniques has been carr ied out. This study resulted in 
the selection of the L-strain mouse fibroblast line (see appendix) for  experimental pur­
poses, using chemically induced synchronization obtained with 5-aminouracil (an analog 
-- 
of thymine) as the synchronizing agent. The L-strain is a particularly hardy cell line and 
exhibits excellent morphological characteristics for  mitosis observations. In addition 
this cell line has been cultured for many years  and much information on its characteris­
t ics is available. 
This paper discusses the particular technique which has been developed and which 
is now routinely used at the MBL for synchronization of experimental cultures of the 
L-strain cells f o r  mitosis research, and presents a summary of representative experi­
mental data indicating the degree of synchrony attainable with this method and the L-strain 
system. A particularly accurate and time-saving method which has been developed for  
determining the actual degree of synchrony, involving the use of time-lapse cinephotog­
raphy, is discussed in some detail. Also, to aid in comparisons of synchronization effec­
tiveness, a brief consideration of the effects of deviations in experimental cultures from 
ideal synchrony is presented and a precise quantitative definition of the te rm "degree of 
synchrony" is developed. 
USE OF 5-AMINOURACIL F a  MITOTIC SYNCHRONIZATION 
Although few investigations appear to have been made of the usefulness of 
5-aminouracil (denoted hereinafter as 5-AU) as a mitotic synchronizing agent for  animal 
cells, its synchronizing effectiveness has been rather extensively investigated for various 
bacterial and plant-cell systems (refs. 1to 5). However, some of the more general 
results fo r  plant cells might be expected to apply in the case of animal cells, at least in 
a qualitative manner. In the mitotically active root meristems of such plants as Vicia 
faba-and Allium cepa, 5-AU has been shown to be an effective synchronizing agent (ref. 5). 
In such plant systems, various studies have revealed that 5-AU acts primarily to re tard 
metabolic progress of the cell through the S - and G2-periods of interphase without pro­
ducing any observable retardation of metabolic progress through the GI-period.' The 
rate of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) synthesis during the S-period of the cell cycle is 
significantly reduced by the presence of 5-AU, thus greatly prolonging the duration of 
this period. Also, progres's of cells which have fully completed DNA synthesis prior to 
5-AU application is still greatly retarded during the G2-period, o r  at least during the 
first part thereof. As a result of these metabolic retardations, cells in a treated popula­
tion accumulate in the S- and G2-periods during 5-AU exposure, and hence a substantial 
percentage of the population proceeds parasynchronously into division upon removal of the 
5-AU block. 
lThe conventional symbols GI,S ,  G2, and M of the generation cycle a r e  used herein 
to designate the presynthetic, DNA synthetic, postsynthetic, and mitotic periods, 
respectively. 
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Despite the volume of work which has been carried out on plant-cell synchronization 
using 5-AU, the precise metabolic mechanisms by which this agent acts to retard progress 
through the S- and G2-periods are still unknown. However, it appears that DNA synthesis 
is not actually prevented, but is only slowed by the presence of 5-AU, since continuously 
exposed cells ultimately pass on through the S- and G2-periods and spontaneously enter 
apparently normal division. Vicia faba root cells spontaneously recover the ability to 
divide after some 26 hours of continuous exposure to  5-AU (ref. 5). Whatever the partic­
ular physiological mechanism or mechanisms underlying the 5-AU retardation of the S­
and G2-periods may be, they do not appear to produce any permanent alteration of the 
plant-cell metabolism, and the mitoses following 5-AU removal appear to  be temporally 
typical and morphologically normal. 
In animal cells, Chu has investigated the effects of 5-AU on both retardation of DNA 
synthesis and mitotic synchrony in  cultures of Chinese hamster cells (results cited in 
ref. 5). It was found that following a 24-hour treatment of hamster cells with culture 
medium 0.003M (molar) in 5-AU, the time of peak mitoses occurred 8 hours after 5-AU 
removal. Tests with tritiated thymidine revealed that DNA synthesis was  severely 
depressed by the presence of 5-AU, compared with the normal synthesis ra te  of hamster 
cells, but that, as in  the case of plant cells, synthesis was not completely stopped. How­
ever, it is possible that DNA synthesis may have been proceeding by an alternate pathway 
not involving thymidine. Removal of the 5-AU resulted in a rapid increase in the apparent 
rate of DNA synthesis. In general, the wave of mitoses following 5-AU removal in the 
hamster cells appeared to  be much sharper (that is, more highly synchronized) than in  the 
case of the plant cells. 
These results suggested that 5-AU may be an effective synchronizing agent for mam­
malian cells and that the action of this agent consists in the prolongation of the S-period 
and perhaps the G2-period, for these cells. However, since the time of peak mitosis onset 
for such cells does not occur until some 8 hours after 5-AU removal, the cells presumably 
have ample time to resume and to complete DNA synthesis and associated metabolic prep­
arations prior to prophase. Thus, the cells might be expected to enter mitosis in a rela­
tively normal physiological state. The time-lapse observations of L-strain cells pre­
sented in this paper also indicate that the various aspects of division following 5-AU 
removal a r e  essentially the same as for untreated cells, both morphologically and tem­
porally. Furthermore, L-strain cells undergoing the second mitotic wave following 5-AU 
removal, and which have presumably fully recovered from all direct metabolic effects of 
the 5-AU tpeatment, behave in precisely the same manner as the cells undergoing the first 
mitotic wave. For  these reasons, the use of 5-AU for  the synchronization of mammalian 
cells such as the L-strain is presumed valid for  experiments concerned with the elucida­
tion of normal in vitro mitotic processes at least in  the general vicinity of prophase and on 
through the mitotic period. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Synchronization Technique and Time- Lapse Recording Procedure 
The chemical-treatment procedure used to  establish synchrony in L-strain popula­
tions is discussed in this section. Details of the time-lapse filming procedure used to 
record the history of mitotic activity needed for  quantitatively ascertaining the degree of 
synchrony attained are also covered. 
Synchronization technique.- The 5-AU synchronization technique presently used at~~ 
the MBL for obtaining synchronized L-cell populations for various mitosis investigations 
consists in the application of Eagle's minimum essential medium, Hank's base, supple­
mented with 10-percent horse serum, and 0.003M in 5-AU (0.38 milligrams/milliliter of 
5-AU) to cells growing on a suitable culturing surface, followed by incubation at 3 7 O  C 
for  a period of 24 hours. The normal generation period of the L-strain in vitro at 37O C 
is approximately 20 hours (see appendix) for monolayer culturesa; thus the 24-hour treat­
ment period allows essentially all cells in a monolayer population to accumulate in the 
blocked portion of the cycle (presumably in the S- and G2-periods). (See ref. 5.) At the 
end of the treatment interval, the 5-AU medium is removed and the cells a r e  washed once 
with normal (that is, 5-AU-free) culture medium, leaving the cells exposed to the wash 
medium for 4 minutes. The cells a r e  then immersed in normal medium, and incubation 
is continued at 37' C. The time at which the cells of a given culture a re  transferred to 
the normal medium after washing is designated as time t = 0 for that culture and serves  
as a convenient reference point from which the time of the following peak of synchronous 
mitoses may be reckoned for  experimental purposes. Cell populations intended for use 
in determining the basic degree of synchrony induced by 5-AU a r e  usually grown and syn­
chronized in modified Rose-type perfusion chambers, as described subsequently. Cells 
for  other experimental uses a r e  usually grown and synchronized directly in the particular 
experimental culturing vessels. 
Time-lapse recording.procedure .- For determining the synchronizing effectiveness~~ _ _
of the 5-AU treatment procedure on the L-strain, the following photographic method is 
used to record the subsequent mitotic activity of the cells after 5-AU removal. This pro­
cedure was  originally developed specifically for synchronization and allied mitotic studies 
and has proved to be much simpler and less  time-consuming than the chemical colchicine 
metaphase-block technique conventionally used for determining mitotic-rate statistics. In 
addition, the time -lapse recordings give a continuous history of every individual cell and 
2The basic procedure and results described in this paper a r e  for monolayer cul­
tures. The generation time of L-cells grown in spinner culture is greater than 20 hours 
and the cells require correspondingly longer 5-AU treatment periods. 
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its activities and condition following treatment, including viability and motility, and any 
occurrences of abnormal behavior can be readily detected. 
Suitably dilute suspensions of nonsynchronous cells, obtained by mild trYPsinization 
of stock monolayer cultures grown in Falcon-type plastic culture flasks are inoculated 
into modified Rose-type perfusion chambers (fig. 1) and allowed to settle and incubate for 
~ 4 to 6 hours. (The essential feature of the chamber modification consists in the provision 
of end spacers of precise dimensions so as to attain more uniform pressure over the 
cover-glass and gasket surfaces upon assembly, thereby preventing leakage and cover-
glass breakage.) The concentration of the inoculating suspension is adjusted so that the 
resulting cell field on the chamber cov~r glass at the time of treatment has a nominal 
denSity of approximately 35 cells per 
square millimeter of surface. Treat-
ment is initiated by drawing off the 
normal culture medium and replacing 
it with 5-AU medium as described in 
the foregoing section. Photographic 
recording of cell activities is usually 
commenced approximately 4 hours 
before the end of the treatment period. 
For this purpose, the test chamber is 
transferred to the recording system 
conSisting of a Sage time-lapse unit 
(fig. 2) provided with a Zeiss Standard 
WL research microscope, and cell 
activity is recorded on 16-millimeter 
movie film at a rate of one frame per 
minute. The basic light source for 
this time-lapse unit is a very short 
duration flash so that the cells are 
exposed to a minimum of light during 
the experimental recording. Filming 
is usually accomplished by using a 
2.5x Zeiss bright-field objective and 
6x ocular which results in the 
recording of a field 22801l by 31701l 
containing approximately 250 cells. 
In some cases, however, where more 
clarity of morphological detail is 
desired during filming, a lOx Zeiss 
BOTIOM 
PLATE 
(a) Exploded view of chamber parts. 
(b) Assembled chamber. 
L- 68- 10 025 
Figure 1. - Modified Rose-type culture chamber for time-lapse 
recording. 
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Figure 2.- Sage time-lapse recording unit used in tests. L- 68- lO,026 
phase-contrast objective is used with 
a 6x ocular; this arrangement yields a 
film-frame record of an area 575/1 by 
802/1 containing some 16 cells. At the 
end of the treatment period, the 5-AU 
medium is replaced and time-lapse 
filming of the same field continued for 
approximately 20 hours at the same rate 
of one frame per minute. This period 
is sufficient to cover the entire dura-
tion of the first sequence of synchronous 
mitoses. In many cases for the results 
reported herein, however, filming was 
continued for a period of approximately 
28 hours after 5-AU removal in order 
to ascertain the time and degree of syn-
chrony of the second mitotic sequence. 
Method of Analysis of 
Time-Lapse Films 
The rounding-up phenomenon.-
The use of time-lapse photography to 
determine the mitotic synchronizing 
efficiency of 5-AU is based upon the capability ot' establishing the precise time (relative 
to time t = 0) at which each cell of a population reaches a particular morphologically 
identifiable condition associated with the mitosis period. In principle, phase-contrast 
microscopy makes possible the use of any of a number of suitable observation criteria, 
for example, the formation of the metaphase plate, anaphase movement, telophase onset, 
and the like. There exists, however, a particularly convenient and useful indicator of 
mitosis onset in the form of the well-known rounding-up phenomenon accompanying divi-
sion of monolayer cells in vitro. 
During the interphase of in vitro cells, most types of mammalian cells in flask cul-
ture adhere closely to the culturing surface and assume the form of very thin flat sheets 
of stellate form. Figure 3 illustrates the typical interphase shape of L-strain fibroblasts 
in monolayer culture. As the cells approach the time for division, however, they slowly 
begin to thicken and the major pseudopods detach from the surface. This thickening con-
tinues until, ultimately, in late prophase the cell abruptly rounds up into a spherical form, 
detaching completely from the surface except at the point of "tangential" contact. Fig-
ure 4 illustrates this rounded-up condition for several L-strain fibroblasts. Time-lapse 
6 
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Figure 3.- Micrograph of L-cell field in interphase. Calibration: 20~. L-68- lO,027 
L-68-lO,028 
Figure 4.- Micrograph of L-cell field showing several ce ll s in rounded state at onset of 
mitosis. Calibration: 20~. 
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studies of the rounding-up process with phase-contrast optics at high magnification, where 
various cellular organelles and components (including chromosomes) are clearly visible, 
have indicated that the completion of the cell rounding up coincides essentially with the 
beginning of metaphase (spindle formation). In time-lapse film projections of cell 
rounding up, the morphological changes occur so rapidly at rounding up and are so 
striking, that the occurrence of rounding up serves as an excellent criterion for quickly 
and accurately establishing the time of mitosis onset for each cell in a recorded field. 
In effect, the rounding-up phenomenon in time-lapse recording identifies essentially the 
same point in the mitotic period as does the conventionally used colchicine metaphase 
block. With time-lapse recording, however, it is possible to establish the precise time 
of any desired point of metaphase (to within an accuracy of 1 minute or even less) for 
every dividing cell in the field. 
Film-analysis procedure.- The time-lapse films are analyzed with the aid of a 
Vanguard Motion Analyzer with the M-16C projection head (fig. 5) to establish the time of 
maximum mitotic activity and the degree of synchrony induced by 5-AU. The film is 
mounted in the analyzer and projected on the ground-glass screen, which has been ruled 
in such a manner that the projected frame image (that is, the filmed cell field) is divided 
into six equal parts (fig. 6). The thin lines in this figure are movable cross hairs for fur-
8 
L-68- 10,029 
Figure 5.- Vanguard Motion Analyzer used for determining degree 
of synchrony from time- lapse films. 
ther subdivision of the field. This figure 
is an actual-size reproduction of a typi-
cal 16-millimeter time-lapse frame as 
viewed on the analyzer. At the start of 
a film analysis, the five-digit frame 
counter of the analyzer is preset so that 
the subsequent frame number of each 
successive frame as it appears on the 
counter gives the actual time in minutes 
(from time t = 0) to which the frame 
corresponds. Starting with the first test 
frame of the film, a count is made of all 
cells in the first of the six ruled areas 
(that is, block I in fig. 6) on the viewing 
screen; the entire film is then run 
through, using the variable speed control 
of the analyzer, and the exact time of 
rounding-up completion is read from the 
counter and tabulated for each cell of the 
area. The process is then repeated in 
v 
v 
L-68- 10 030 
Figure 6.- Actual size screen image of time- lapse film frame. Thin lines are mov~ble 
coordinates of Vanguard Motion Analyzer. 
VI 
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turn for  each of the other five areas (blocks 11to VI) to yield a complete tabulation for the 
entire field. In occasional cases,  where cell density is heavy, the movable x,y coordinate 
lines of the analyzer (thin lines in fig. 6) are used to subdivide further the individual areas 
so as to  facilitate the counting and tabulation procedure. Similarly, when the cell density 
is low, the x,y coordinate lines can be used alone to divide the field into four parts o r  less. 
In practice, film readout can be accomplished quite rapidly when using cell rounding 
up as the criterion for  division onset. The time-lapse process offers a considerable 
savings in t ime and simplification in procedure compared with the conventional colchicine 
metaphase-block technique for determining rates of mitotic activity, since only one test  
chamber of cells is required for an entire synchronization determination. Film readout 
is confined to the analysis of only one field of dividing cells, and experimental results can 
be quickly tabulated since only the cell round ups are scored and these a r e  easily discern­
ible. Working t imes for  typical synchrony effectiveness tests by the time-lapse and 
fixation-stain techniques a r e  1.5 and 48 hours, respectively, as determined by actual 
experimental comparisons. In addition, the time-lapse technique has the advantage that 
precisely the same cell population is followed throughout the test, thus precluding spuri­
ous changes in culture conditions which may occur when using separate cultures for  each 
t ime interval. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Experimental data on the synchronization effectiveness of 5-AU on L-strain cells as 
determined by the time-lapse method discussed previously a r e  presented in figures 7 to 9 
in the form of mitotic frequency-distribution histograms. These histograms give the per­
centage of the total cell population dividing within each t ime interval At, as a function of 
t ime after removal of the 5-AU medium (t = 0). The ordinate values (percent of total cells 
dividing per interval) are given by 
__A N d .  100 
NO 
where ANd is the number of cells dividing in the interval A t ,  and No is the total num­
ber of cells in the tes t  field at t ime t = 0. For  the purposes of this paper, the mitotic f r e ­
quencies of all graphs have been averaged over a t ime interval At = 1.0 hour. 
Control Cultures 
The mitotic histograms for three representative tes ts  with untreated (control) cul­
tures  of L-cells are presented in figure 7; the histogram resulting from the average of 
these three tests is shown at the bottom of the figure. The frequency values for hours 20 
through 28 are based on the total cells in the field at t ime t = 20 hours, since the average 
cycle period of the L-strain used is 20 hours. (See appendix.) It should be noted that the 
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Figure 7.- Histograms of mitotic round-up frequency of unsynchronized control cultures. Numbers 1, 2, and 3 denote separate test cultures; 
average of three tests is given by bottom histogram. Average is based on analysis of 402 cells. 
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Figure 8.- Histograms of mitotic round-up frequency dur ing f i r s t  mitotic wave of 5-AU synchronized cells. Numbers 1, 2, and 3 denote separate 
test cultures; average of three tests is given by bottom histogram. Average is based on analysis of 485 cells. 
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denote separate test cultures; average of three tests is given by bottom histogram. Average of second wave is based on analysis of 860 cells. 

cumulative mitosis percentage fo r  the first 20-hour period is slightly more than 100 
because a few cells divided twice during the interval, their  period being somewhat less 
than the average of 20 hours. These representative results clearly indicate that mitoses 
proceed in an essentially random manner in  large fields of untreated cultures. The 
expected value of 100 ANd/No, averaged over l-hour intervals for purely random divi­
sion of L-cells (which have an average generation cycle period of 20 hours) is 5.0; the 
average experimental frequency value of 4.4 (fig. 7) agrees reasonably well with this theo­
retical value, especially when considering the finite numbers of cells upon which the 
experimental histograms a r e  based. 
Synchronized Cultures 
First mitotic wave synchronization.- Figure 8 presents three representative histo­
grams of the first mitotic wave for cells treated with 5-AU according to the foregoing 
synchrony procedure; the histogram average of these results is shown at the bottom of 
the figure. Since all tes ts  were carried out in accordance with the same procedure, the 
results can be directly averaged. Hence the ensuing discussion relates to the character­
istics of the average histogram of figure 8. Two features of the frequency distribution of 
this figure a r e  of primary interest: the time of maximum mitosis onset td and the dura­
tion of the time interval over which division initiations occur. The second factor, as dis­
cussed in detail in the following section, serves as an especially appropriate criterion for  
quantitatively defining the "degree of synchrony" induced by the 5-AU treatment. 
Figure 8 shows that the peak mitotic onset (that is, the modal value of the distribu­
tion) occurs at 7.5 hours after 5-AU removal. The individual curves of figure 8 show that 
each of these possesses essentially this same value of td, thus indicating that the time of 
maximum mitotic onset is quite reproducible. Because this period (0 to td) is less  than 
the combined S- and G2-period (9.0 hours) for the normal cycle of the L-strain (see 
fig. A-1 of appendix), some synthesis of DNA is perhaps proceeding during the period of 
5-AU treatment in analogy with Chu's data for hamster cells and Mattingly's data for  plant 
cells (ref. 5), or  else the events of the S- and/or G2-periods a r e  accelerated. 
In regard to the interval over which mitosis initiations occur, figure 8 shows that the 
f i rs t  substantial number of mitoses begins at time t = 5 hours and continues for a period 
of 7 hours (up to t = 12  hours). The time interval for the first onset of mitoses (5 hours) 
is roughly equal to the normal G2-period of 3 hours for L-cells, and hence the first divi­
sions may be due to cells which were in the G2-period during the treatment interval. In 
fact, a few random divisions occurred even between t = 0 and t = 5 hours; these divi­
sions were possibly due to cells which had moved well into the G2-period by the time of 
5-AU removal. Alternately, the DNA synthetic ra te  may be increased above the normal 
ra te  following removal of the 5-AU blockage. 
Second mitotic wave synchronization.- The results of a test  series to determine the 
nature of the second wave of mitosis initiations of 5-AU synchronized cells a r e  shown in 
14 
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figure 9. In each test, the culture was observed continuously for  a period of 28 hours 
after 5-AU removal, and thus figure 9 also includes additional data on the first mitotic 
wave. It is clear from this figure that not only does a second mitotic wave occur approxi­
mately 16 hours after the first wave of mitoses but also that a large amount of the original 
synchrony is preserved in this second wave. The occurrence of this second wave of mito­
ses for  L-strain fibroblasts is contrary to Chu's observations (ref. 5) on hamster cells, 
wherein only one synchronous wave appeared following 5-AU treatment. The existence of 
a second synchronized peak in L-cells is a factor of special importance for  certain mitotic 
studies since it provides a well-synchronized experimental population which has passed 
through at least one relatively normal cycle after the synchronization treatment. It is 
interesting to  note, however, that the generation time of this second cycle, given by the 
interval between tdl = 7.5 hours and td2 = 23.5 hours of figure 9 (16 hours) is some­
what less than the normal cycle t ime of 20 hours for  unsynchronized populations. This 
shortening of the generation t ime immediately following removal of a mitotic block has 
been observed in several  cell systems, notably in Tetrahymena (ref. 6), and is attributable 
to the fact that various metabolic activities associated with cell growth are uninhibited by 
5-AU and continue undiminished during the treatment period. 
Mitotic activity during continuous treatment.- Mattingly (ref. 5) stated that plant cells~ 
- .- . - _ _ _  . - ~-
under continuous exposure to 5-AU ultimately recovered the ability to divide. In order to 
determine whether this recovery was also possible for the present L-strain, two cultures 
were each continuously exposed to 5-AU for a period of 36 hours after the usual synchro­
nization treatment. The 5-AU medium was changed at the end of the first 24-hour t reat­
ment period (t = 0) and replaced with fresh 5-AU medium to simulate the normal synchro­
nization medium changes. The resul ts  of these tes ts  are shown in figure 10. Only a few 
mitoses occur, and these are randomly distributed over the entire period. Although an 
attempt at synchronized division at t = 15 hours is suggested, no significant onset of 
mitoses comparable with that following 5-AU removal occurs. 
Whereas DNA synthesis and chromosome replication might be surmised to take 
place even in the presence of 5-AU, thus eventually permitting mitosis to occur, such may 
not be the case. Although Mattingly refers to the observed divisions in plant cells under 
continuous treatment as mitotic recovery, it is possible (in view of the findings of Lindner 
(ref. 7)) that these mitoses were carried out at the expense of the splitting of chromosomes 
which had not replicated. Lindner (ref. 7) found that in continuous treatment of mouse 
ascites tumor cells with 5-fluorouracil, DNA synthesis was prevented but mitosis suppos­
edly occurred by the splitting of unreplicated chromosomes. Those mitoses occurring in 
the present case for  L-cells (fig. 10) could also possibly be an example of unreplicated 
chromosome splitting, although no explicit data are available on actual DNA synthesis 
during treatment. However, this possibility is made more plausible by the fact that nearly 
all divisions which did occur were tripolar divisions, indicating at least a splitting of the 
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Figure 10.- Histograms of mitotic round-up frequency du r ing  continuous exposure to 5-AU. Numbers 1 and 2 denote separate test 
cultures; average of two tests i s  given by bottom histogram. Average i s  based on  227 cells. 
cell centrioles during 5-AU treatment. As demonstrated by Mazia and others (ref. 8), 
tripolar and tetrapolar divisions can proceed without chromosome duplication after mer­
captoethanol blockage of cells in  metaphase because of centriole splitting, although this 
does not necessarily imply that the divisions involve chromosome splitting. In view of 
the apparent similarities between centrioles and centromeres, however, it is conceivable 
that the chromosomal centromeres also split in a manner similar to that of the centrioles 
during normal division blockage, and this splitting allows later division at the expense of 
a reduced DNA-ploidy of the form found by Lindner. 
Advantages of Time-Lapse Recording 
Since the time-lapse method of determining synchronization effectiveness allows the 
determination of the precise mitotic history of every cell in a given test  field, it is possi­
ble to establish directly from the film records how many cells of the initial treated popu­
lation actually divide following 5-AU removal and thus to discern any permanent o r  pro­
longed mitotic a r r e s t  effects which may have been induced in any portion of the population 
by the 5-AU treatment. Likewise, any abnormal or  adverse mortality percentages asso­
ciated with the treatment can also be determined. In some cases,  because of unknown fac­
tors,  untreated cell cultures have demonstrated a tendency to undergo "teloreduplication" 
(ref. 9) after failure to complete cytokinesis, although metaphase proceeded normally. The 
time-lapse analysis techniques described herein permit detection of such divisional abnor­
malities as may be induced by synchronization agents, quickly and quantitatively. In gen­
eral, the time-lapse films of 5-AU synchronization reported herein for L-cells indicated 
that an average of 18.2 percent of a given initial cell field did not divide during the first 
mitotic wave (that is, during the first 16 hours) following 5-AU treatment; this percentage 
figure includes 2.2 percent of the initial cells which died during the p e r i ~ d . ~The corre­
sponding percentage figures for control cultures over a generation period (20 hours) a r e  
2.0-percent total nondividing, all of which a r e  due to cell death. Differentiation between 
living and dead nondividing cells generally cannot be readily discerned with the usual 
fixation-stain techniques. 
QUANTITATIVE EXPRESSION OF DEGREE OF SYNCHRONY 
General Considerations 
Various indices have been used in the past to express the level of mitotic activity in 
cell populations. Two of the more commonly used ones, the mitotic index and the mitotic 
coefficient, a r e  defined as follows: 
3Cell death is easily detected in  time-lapse recordings by the violent blebbing of the 
cell membrane followed by sudden collapse and cessation of all motion. 
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Mitotic index (MI) Number of cells entering division in a stated t ime interval 
per  100 total cells 
Mitotic coefficient (MC) Number of cells in some stage of division per 100 total cells 
at a given instant of t ime 
In general, these two indices have been used primarily for  denoting the state of mitotic 
activity in t issues of various types, in vivo, and are determined from cell counts of fixed 
tissue sections. However, the mitotic index is also suitable for  describing activity in cell 
cultures --in vitro. The mitotic histogram presentations in this paper are in the form of the 
mitotic index of the test population (based on a 1-hour t ime interval) graphed as a function 
of time. The particular definition of the mitotic index s tems,  in part, from the conven­
tional use of colchicine (or similar agents) to block dividing cells in metaphase by pre­
venting spindle formation, and thereby allowing dividing cells to accumulate in this mitotic 
phase. By making the period of colchicine treatment correspond to the desired t ime inter­
val in the definition of the mitotic index, a count of the number of metaphase cells per 100 
total cells yields the mitotic index directly. Unfortunately, the mitotic index and the 
mitotic coefficient are often used interchangeably, with considerable resulting confusion. 
For purposes of this paper, the preceding definitions are strictly adhered to. 
While the variation of the mitotic index with t ime gives a general indication of the 
relative degree of synchrony introduced in cell cultures by various agents, it is desirable 
for purposes of comparison to define a more explicit criterion which yields a quantitative 
numerical index for indicating relative synchronization effectiveness. By means of such 
an index, the sometimes ambiguous te rm "degree of synchrony" can be given a precise 
and useful meaning. 
Experimental E r ro r s  Due to Imperfect Synchrony 
The idealized goal of synchrony induction in vitro, by any means, is the production 
of a population, all cells of which upon release from the mitotic block: (1)proceed into 
division in a completely normal morphological and metabolic condition, and (2) approach 
mitosis in complete metabolic synchrony with subsequent simultaneous division. This 
second condition may be visualized as the limit denoted in figure 11, where the width of 
the mitotic-rate histogram (represented by a single bar) continually decreases (At + 0) 
100 ANd/No
while the mitotic index 
A t  
increases, with ANd/No approaching 1.0. In prac­
tical applications, the relative seriousness of deviations from either or  both of these ideals 
depends on the particular experimental use which is intended for the resulting synchro­
nized population. For studies involving elucidations of various normal metabolic and 
physical variations in cell properties associated with mitosis preparation and execution, 
it is desirable to  approach ideal synchrony as closely as possible. 
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The effects of deviations 
from ideal synchrony in regard 
to the simultaneity of division 
are clearly evident from the 
hypothetical mitotic frequency 
distribution illustrated in  fig­
u re  12. The time of maximum 
mitosis onset (that is, the modal 
value of the distribution) occurs 
at t = td as shown. If it is 
desired to measure the value of 
a particular cell property (such 
as cell volume) at the state o r  
condition corresponding to the 
time td, for example (that is, 
at the time of cell rounding up), 
such measurements made on a 
synchrony 
1tI-
at (variable) 
Figure 11.- Schematic i l l us t ra t ion  of approach to temporally ideal synchrony. 
population of synchronized cells at t = td will  include values not only for cells which a r e  
actually in the rounding-up stage, but also for numerous cells which have been rounded up 
for various lengths of time and for cells which a r e  at various stages prior to round up. 
Thus, of all the cells measured at t = td a portion will actually have already rounded up 
Figure 12.- Schematic i l l us t ra t ion  of sources of e r r o r  accompanying deviation f rom temporally ideal synchrony. 
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at time t i  and hence at time td are really in a state corresponding to a time zl-hours 
past round up. Likewise, another portion of the cells will be in a state corresponding to  a 
time t2, o r  z2-hours prior to rounding up. An appreciable spread in the mitotic fre­
quency distribution obviously results in  a corresponding number of erroneous contribu­
tions to the overall measurements at condition td. 
If the particular property being measured has a variation with time which is either 
increasing o r  decreasing linearly at time td, the erroneous contributions (that is, the 
high and low valued measurements) will tend to average out to the true value, provided 
the distribution is essentially symmetrical about t = td and the linearity extends over 
a period of time approaching that of the' frequency-distribution spread denoted in figure 12 
by 5. (For the present, 5 is assumed to be the total spread of the mitosis onset range.) 
If, however, the distribution is not symmetrical, or the variations a r e  not linear, or if the 
distribution passes through a maximum or  minimum in the interval 5, values measured 
at td will be erroneous by an amount which increases continuously with increases in 5. 
Hence, the degree of e r r o r  to be expected in experimental measurements of various cell 
properties in the neighborhood of td depends upon the particular property being mea­
sured and the nature of its variation in the Vicinity of td. If the mitotic frequency distri­
bution is assumed to be also valid as a frequency distribution of the general metabolic 
synchrony of the cell, at least in the general neighborhood of the mitotic interval (that is, 
the population is locally cycle-synchronized as well as division-synchronized), then the 
same conditions on 5 as previously outlined for the cell state corresponding to time td 
apply equally well to conditions and states at any other t ime t in the neighborhood of td. 
In general, the data of the present paper indicate that the mitotic frequency distribu­
tion obtained with 5-AU is roughly symmetrical about td, the time corresponding to maxi­
mum frequency of mitotic onset. Hence, the average o r  mean time for cell rounding up 
with 5-AU is also approximately the time of maximum rounding-up frequency td. 
The Mitotic Synchronization Index 
In view of the foregoing considerations, the magnitude of the mitotic frequency-
distribution spread is clearly a criterion of considerable importance in determining the 
relative suitability of various synchronization methods for  particular experimental studies , 
and can therefore serve as an effective index of the degree of synchrony. Hence, for pur­
poses of quantitative comparison of the temporal aspect of synchronization effectiveness 
of various agents and treatments, the mitotic synchronization index is defined as 
Mitotic synchronization index (MSI) = -T 
5 
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where 
T normal cell generation period 
5 t ime spread of experimental mitotic frequency distribution 
In practice, T could be any characteristic t ime period associated with the normal 
cell cycle, such as the durations of the GI-or  S-periods, as long as the same period is 
used for  all test comparisons in a given set. However, the cycle period T serves  as a 
convenient standard for  most comparisons and, when used in defining the MSI, gives a 
direct indication of the mitotic spread in te rms  of the cell cycle. The particular reason 
for  defining the MSI as T/( instead of the reciprocal (/T is to obtain increasingly 
larger values of the index as the degree of synchrony increases.  Thus an MSI value of 2 
for  a given synchronizing agent indicates that the mitotic synchronization wavelength 
extends over half a normal cycle and, hence, that this agent is not nearly as effective as 
one producing an MSI of 10. The MSI of an unsynchronized culture, of course, has the 
theoretical value of 1.0. Perfect synchrony is characterized by MSI = m. 
Like the definition of T ,  that of 5 is also somewhat arbitrary provided the same 
definition is applied in all cases in a given set of tests. A convenient definition for 5 is 
the total spread of the experimental frequency distribution which includes all dividing 
cells. Since the total spread is difficult to determine in some cases because of the grad­
ual dropoff of the distribution curve, some more definite criterion, such as the time dif­
ference between the fifth and ninety-fifth percentiles of the cumulative distribution 
5 = Pg5 - Po5 is generally more convenient to use. In the case of symmetrical o r  near-
symmetrical distributions, the standard deviation of the distribution serves  as an excellent 
quantitative definition of 5 ,  and this definition is used as the criterion for expressing the 
MSI of the distributions in this paper. The MSI may be used not only for  comparison of 
various synchronizing treatments on the same cell line, but for comparing the effects of a 
given treatment on different cell lines. 
On the basis of the cycle period of 20 hours for  L-strain cells, and by using the 
experimental value of the standard deviation for  5 ,  the MSI of the 5-AU synchronization 
procedure discussed herein (fig. 9) is 7.9 for the first mitotic wave and decreases to 6.3 
for  the second. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The use of 5-AU as an agent for  mitotic synchronization of L-strain fibroblasts 
appears to produce adequate synchronization for  many experimental purposes, particularly 
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those involving morphological observations of premitotic and mitotic cells. The particu­
lar synchronization procedure employed results in the maintenance of a clearly distin­
guishable degree of synchrony through the second division period. The procedure 
described herein for  utilization of time-lapse recording as a means of determining the 
synchronizing efficiency of various treatments offers a great savings of time over con­
ventional cytological methods and has the additional advantage that a permanent time his­
tory is obtained for  every cell in a test field. 
Although the time-lapse recording and analysis procedures outlined in this paper are 
discussed in  te rms  of their  use for  determining the effectiveness of various synchroniza­
tion agents and techniques used in preparing synchronous cultures for  experimental pur­
poses, the method is also directly applicable to recording of experimental results from the 
actual mitotic studies. For example, the method has been found to be very useful for 
quantitative studies of the effectiveness of various mitotic inhibitors and for determining 
the specific times in the generation cycle where cells are most sensitive to the action of 
various toxicological agents, including ionizing radiations. The technique thus makes it 
possible to pinpoint quite accurately the state of maximum damage sensitivity and can 
lead to  more rational and selective approaches to the study of mitotic damage mechanisms. 
For such uses, the time-lapse procedure offers several  substantial advantages compared 
with conventional cytological techniques used for similar investigations. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., November 13, 1968, 
129-02-05-05-23. 
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APPENDIX 
BACKGROUND AND CHARACTERISTICS OF L-STRAIN MOUSE CELLS 
Historical Background 
The L-strain of mouse fibroblasts was originally established by Earle  and his 
coworkers at the National Cancer Institute (NCI) from connective tissue of C3H mice in 
1940, but was first announced in the literature in 1945 (ref. 10). This s t ra in  was one of 
several  such lines originally initiated for  use in studies of chemical carcinogenesis & 
vitro and was early converted to the malignant state by treatment with methylcho­
lanthrene. Although most of the cell lines used in these initial studies at NCI were even­
tually discarded, the original L-strain was maintained until March 1948. At that time, a 
single clone (NCTC-929) was  derived from the original L-strain, and the original cell line 
was discarded. The L-strain, clone 929, has been maintained continuously, and i t s  
descendant populations are now routinely used in many laboratories. 
The particular population of L-cells covered in this paper has been maintained and 
utilized for research purposes at the MBL since 1965, when it was initiated as a clone 
derived directly from Earle 's  original clone NCTC-929 obtained from NCI. 
Characteristics 
Morphology .- L-strain cells exhibit characteristic fibroblastic morphology and are 
quite mobile in sparse  cultures. The MBL cultures contain a small  percentage of mono-
nucleate and multinucleate giant cells which apparently are formed by teloreduplication. 
A discussion of some further morphological and behavioral characteristics of the L-strain 
as observed in time-lapse cinephotography are given in references 11 to 13. 
Generation cycle.- The generation period of the L-strain fibroblast is 20 hours~ 
(refs. 14 and 15). The duration of the cycle phases, as given by these same references, 
are illustrated graphically in figure A-1. 
Figure A-2 presents a cycle-period frequency distribution for the MBL population of 
L-cells, as determined by time-lapse observations. The average period corresponds 
closely to  the 20-hour period previously cited. 
Chromosome number.- The modal chromosome number of the L-cell population~~ 
-
covered by this paper is 67. 
Culture medium .- The MBL stock population of L-cells is maintained continuously 
on Eagle's minimum essential medium, Hank's base, supplemented with 10-percent horse 
serum. 
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Figure A-1.- Phase-duration distr ibution of generation-cycle period of 
L-strain mouse fibroblast. 
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Figure A-2.- Generation-cycle-period distr ibution for MBL population of 
L-strain mouse fibroblasts. Taken f rom time-lapse observations. 
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